ABSTRACT

Studies of phonetic accommodation have shown that speakers imitate features of their interlocutors' speech such as vowel production, voice onset time and fundamental frequency. While some individual acoustic parameters of voice quality have been examined in accommodation research, a global measure of creaky voice quality accommodation has not yet been investigated. Creak is a voice quality that appears to be increasingly prevalent in many varieties of English including Australian English and carries several social and linguistic meanings. The present study investigated whether 30 pairs of teenagers from Sydney converged in their use of creaky voice across the course of a conversation. Creaky voice was identified using automatic methods of detection. Findings suggest that creaky voice convergence was present among these speakers. Additionally, an effect of speaker sex showed females used creak at more similar rates to each other than males.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been established that speakers imitate phonetic features of their (assumed) interlocutors in both conversational and laboratory settings and with both natural and synthetic speech in a process referred to as phonetic accommodation [2, 3, 5, 12, 24, 25]. Growing evidence suggests that accommodation is an unconscious but not automatic process influenced by many social factors [2, 3, 13, 14, 25]. Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT), as described in [13], proposes that speakers express their attitudes towards one another through strategies of convergence (their speech becomes more similar) and divergence (their speech becomes less similar). Babel [2] found evidence supporting CAT, showing that for target vowels, New Zealand English (NZE) speakers accommodated to Australian English (AusE) speakers in a shadowing task. She also found that the extent of convergence was influenced by the sentiments the NZE-speaker held about Australians. Those with more positive sentiments converged more than those with negative sentiments [2]. Dialect has also been shown to influence degree of accommodation with speakers converging more to accents different from their own [34]. Another shadowing task found that the degree of liking (measured through attractiveness ratings) influenced how much listeners converged/diverged their vocal qualities to/from model speakers in American English (AmE) [3]. Studies using more natural speech contexts have shown similar results [23, 25, 26]. Pardo [23] found that in task maps, same-sex pairs of AmE-speakers converged in their vowel productions across the course of the conversation and that degree of convergence was influenced by speaker sex and role in the map task: female instruction givers converged more towards female instruction receivers while male instruction receivers converged more towards male instruction givers. Overall, Pardo [23] found that males converged more than females; however, findings regarding speaker sex and convergence are mixed. Studies have found that females converge more than males in certain conditions [5, 22], that females are more sensitive to lexical factors when converging [26], and that females adapt their speech more freely according to social factors than males [5].

Several phonetic features have been examined with regard to accommodation such as vowel quality [2, 3, 25], voice onset time [33], fundamental frequency (f0) [4] and pause and gap length [11]. The few studies that have examined voice quality accommodation have focused on individual acoustic voice quality parameters such as jitter and shimmer or open quotient rather than more global occurrences of different voice qualities such as creaky voice or breathy voice [18, 32]. Levitan and Hirschberg [18] investigated convergence at the conversation and the turn level in speakers of AmE by measuring the prosodic dimensions of mean and maximum intensity, mean and maximum pitch, jitter, shimmer and noise-to-harmonics ratio (NHR). At the conversation level, speakers’ rates of mean intensity, shimmer and NHR became significantly more similar across the course of the conversation. At the turn level, only maximum pitch and mean pitch showed significant levels of convergence. Schweitzer et al. [32] measured...
voice quality parameters that provide some detail of the glottal cycle, such as open quotient and glottal opening, to investigate turn-level convergence in conversations of female German-speaking pairs. Unlike Levitan and Hirschberg [18], Schweitzer et al. [32] found that most voice quality measures exhibited convergence. In addition, speakers’ impressions of their interlocutor’s competency and likeability influenced convergence on some parameters.

Creaky voice quality has been documented to varying degrees in many varieties of English, including AmE [27, 29, 37], British English [15] and AusE [7, 19, 36]. It has been labelled as a marker of phrase-finality [15, 27, 29] and is associated with mixed social functions such as sounding educated and casual [37] and less trustworthy and less competent than modal voice [1]. To our knowledge, research is yet to investigate any voice quality accommodation in AusE.

2. AIMS

The present study aims to investigate creaky voice accommodation in male and female same-sex conversations between teenage speakers of AusE. Creaky voice can be realised through a wide range of acoustic parameters and different combinations thereof [16]. While previous studies have investigated acoustic voice quality measures independently of each other, this study will provide insight into creaky voice accommodation as a global voice quality. This is particularly relevant given the suggestion that creak prevalence is continuing to increase in varieties of English [8]. We also investigate whether there are sex differences in creaky voice accommodation.

3. METHODS

3.1. Data

A total of 30 recordings ranging in length from 9.4 – 36.6 minutes were included in the analysis. These recordings were collected as part of a study of Multicultural AusE from various schools throughout Sydney. Speakers were drawn from a variety of areas differing in linguistic diversity and socioeconomic status; however, these factors are not examined in this paper. Recordings consist of conversations between same-sex pairs (16f; 14m) of students aged 15 – 16 years facilitated by a research assistant (RA). Pairs of students attended the same school and were familiar with each other prior to the conversation. All speakers involved in the conversation including the RAs were native speakers of AusE.

Conversations were orthographically transcribed using the Speech to Text API from IBM Watson, which provides automatic time-aligned orthographic transcriptions using an Australian model diarised for each speaker. The orthographic transcriptions of the teenagers were corrected, ensuring that the content of the speech was faithful to the original recordings and also that the speech was assigned to the correct speaker. Speech from the RA was not corrected. Recordings were then processed through WebMAUS to generate textgrids containing segmented and aligned phonemes [31].

Creaky voice was identified in the speech of the teenage speakers using a combination of two automated approaches described in White et al. [36] as the optimised Union method. This method consists of combining the outputs of the AntiMode (AM) method, an f0-based approach to detect creak [7, 9], and a Creak Detector (CD) algorithm, which makes decisions on the presence of creak based on acoustic cues including H2-H1 and residual peak prominence [10]. As different phonetic realisations of creak can be characterised by various combinations of acoustic cues and each tool employs different acoustic parameters, it is likely that the AM method would identify instances of creak that the CD algorithm would miss and vice versa. Steps can be taken to further improve creak detection such as optimising the automatic Creak Detection algorithm, which involves manually annotating a subset of data (also shown in [21] and [35]) and by limiting the analysis to sonorant segments only (including vowels, liquids, nasals and glides) [35, 36]. White et al. [36] showed that the optimised Union method outperformed the use of AM or CD alone. This (mostly) automatic process was carried out on the present data, the output of which is a binary creak decision for every 10 ms of input audio.

3.2. Analysis

To analyse whether speakers converged in their use of creaky voice across a conversation, each conversation was divided evenly into thirds. Dividing the conversations into thirds meant that the amount of speech from each speaker in each bin was more even compared to when the conversations were divided into quarters or fifths (mean ratios of speech from each speaker were close to 0 in all bins). This reduces the likelihood that one speaker dominates in any bin.

Creaky voice prevalence was then calculated per speaker per bin. Creak prevalence was determined as the number of 10 ms intervals spent in creak during sonorant segments divided by the total number of 10 ms sonorant segment intervals used by that speaker.
For each bin, the difference between each speaker’s creak prevalence was calculated. The closer a value was to zero, the more similar the speakers’ rates of creaky voice in that third of the conversation.

A linear mixed effects regression (LMER) model was run using the lme4 [6] and lmerTest packages [17] in R [28]. First, a maximal model was built with the difference in creak prevalence as the dependent variable. Independent variables were the third of the conversation (i.e., bin number, treated as a continuous variable henceforth called "bin"), speaker sex (pairs were same-sex), the proportion of the conversation that the RA spoke, the interaction of these three factors, the conversation length and the ratio of speech from each speaker in each bin. Pair was included as a random intercept. All continuous variables (bin, RA proportion, conversation length and speaker ratio) were transformed to $z$-scores. The data in this study was not collected specifically for the purpose of analysing accommodation. Hence, in each conversation the RA had different levels of engagement with the teenage speakers. Raw means and standard deviations show that, overall, RAs spoke more in the first bin than in the second and third bins and there is considerable variation between conversations (bin 1: mean=21.8% of conversation was RA, sd=9.8; bin 2: mean=16.8%, sd=10.2; bin 3: mean=16.2%, sd=9.4). We proposed that the more an RA talked in a conversation, the greater likelihood that they may have influenced accommodation of the teenagers. We included the proportion of RA speech, conversation length and the ratio of speech from each speaker in each bin were not significant predictors. The model output is presented in Table 1.

### Table 1: Model output showing simple effects of bin and speaker sex on creaky voice convergence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Est.</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Int.)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>&lt;0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bin</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-2.83</td>
<td>0.006**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.040*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of bin (Figure 2) shows that over the course of a conversation, speakers become more similar to each other in their creaky voice usage. Although the interaction between bin and speaker...
sex was not significant, there was a significant simple effect of speaker sex shown in Figure 3. Overall, females were more similar to each other than males.

5. DISCUSSION

This study explored accommodation of creaky voice in same-sex conversations of teenage speakers of AusE. Results support other studies showing that speakers do tend to phonetically converge towards each other [2, 3, 4, 11, 18, 25, 32, 33]. Unlike other studies of accommodation [5, 22, 23, 26], the present study did not find an interaction of convergence with speaker sex. However, a main effect of sex shows that female pairs were more similar to each other in their levels of creaky voice throughout the conversation than males. In our data, there is greater variance in creaky voice prevalence in males than females (males: mean=19.9%, sd=13.9; females: mean=14.9%, sd=8.45). It is possible that the sex effect is a reflection of this variance; males have more variable creak prevalence, increasing the likelihood that levels of creaky voice use will be more variable between male pairs compared to female pairs. An alternative explanation highlighted by Babel [5] draws on psychology literature indicating that females show more in-group bias than males [30], suggesting that females might be more motivated to accommodate to other females for social reasons.

The present study is limited by the presence of the RA in the conversations. Despite the amount of speech contributed by the RA not significantly influencing creaky voice accommodation, future research should be carried out on data without an RA as it is likely that aspects of the RA’s presence other than amount of speech contribute to their influence on accommodation (e.g., RA creak prevalence or attitudes towards the RA). Additionally, it is unknown how participants in this study felt towards their interlocutor. Research has shown that social preferences influence accommodation [2, 3, 5, 25, 32] so future work could investigate whether the same effects exist for creaky voice accommodation and whether this interacts with speaker sex.
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